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ABSTRACT
For manufacturing companies, quality management is a key feature for increasing the competi-
tiveness, productivity, profitability, and sustainability of their systems. Quality improvement (QI)
methods aim to achieve high-quality parts without reducing performance. The Industry 4.0 frame-
work brought technological developments that cannot be used by traditional QI methods, such
as Six Sigma, Lean, Lean Six, the Theory of Constraints, and Total Quality Management, which are
widely used in manufacturing companies. The need for higher manufacturing sustainability and
market requirements has led to the search for alternative QI methods with superior performance
to traditional QI methods such as Zero-Defect Manufacturing (ZDM). The current paper is a position
paper with a goal to present the ZDM approach and providing a clear definition about ZDM to align
everyone in one common understanding of ZDM. Many researchers and manufactures are skeptical
about ZDM, therefore, numerous argumentative questions have been created and answered, to con-
vince themwhy they shouldmigrate from traditional QImethods to ZDM. Themigration to ZDMhas
already started, to support this statement numerous facts from the literature have been presented.
Finally, several directionswere identified, demonstrating that there is still plenty of room for research
in several domains.
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1. Introduction

Poor product quality can have an impact on many lev-
els, from direct economic losses to the ecological impact
of wasted resources. Quality management is therefore
vital for manufacturing companies that want to maintain
or increase their financial and operational performance
(Kumar, Maiti, and Gunasekaran 2018). The effects of
poor quality can also occur at the social level, where the
image of the company is damaged by its poor-quality
products and customer dissatisfaction (Jun, Chang, and
Jun 2020). To achieve high-quality parts with mini-
mum performance loss, manufacturers must implement
at least one quality improvement (QI) method (Özcan,
Akdoğan, and Durakbasa 2021). Although traditional
QI methods, such as six sigma (SS), lean manufactur-
ing (LM), theory of constraints (TOC), and total quality
management (TQM), have been widely used by man-
ufacturers for more than three decades, there is still
much ground to cover. This is because such meth-
ods were created based on the manufacturing standards
of the time without knowledge of the contemporary
technological advancements under the framework of
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Industry 4.0 (Psarommatis et al. 2020) or in general data-
driven approaches. A recent state-of-the-art paper pre-
sented traditional product QI policies, depicting their
characteristics, enabling factors, and barriers, and con-
cluding on the need for alternative QI methods, because
of the several disadvantages of traditional QI methods
that affect their performance and efficiency (Psaromma-
tis et al. 2020). The contemporary technologies open a
new horizon for manufacturers to achieve goals that in
the past would have sounded like fiction. Such technolo-
gies include machine learning, deep learning, and arti-
ficial Intelligence (AI). Another set of factors that boost
Industry 4.0 technologies even further is the tremen-
dous increase in the computational capacity of computer
systems, the advanced capabilities of data management
systems, and the significant drop in the price of sen-
sors (Mourtzis, Vlachou, and Milas 2016; Chien, Hsu,
and Chen 2013; Kuo et al. 2013; Choi et al. 2012). All
these factors and market requirements have brought to
life a concept called Zero-Defect Manufacturing (ZDM).
ZDM is not a new concept; it was first introduced in
1965 by the U.S. army during the Cold War (Quality and
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Reliability Assurance Handbook 1965). The concept of
ZDM aims to go beyond the traditional QI approaches
because it utilises the full potential of modern, advanced,
data-driven technologies such as Industry 4.0 technolo-
gies (Psarommatis et al. 2020) or big data. One of the key
aspects of ZDM’s increasing popularity is that manufac-
turers actually want to implement it because they see the
potential benefits (Lindström et al. 2019). ZDM is not
an approach created from scratch; it embraces numer-
ous ideas and concepts from the traditional QI methods.
For example, six sigma’s core concept is that 3.4 defects
occur per 1 million products, or almost zero; the same
idea is embraced by ZDM, but the difference is how it is
achieved/computed and potentially the improvement of
that (statistical vs. full inspection).

The necessity of evolving from traditional QI appro
aches comes from the change of lot sizes, from mass
production to mass customisation and lot size one. The
constant pressure to reduce manufacturing cycles for
fast delivery to the customer creates factors that delay
production and mainly inspection activities on the spot
(Ferreira et al. 2020; Sousa, Silva, and Machado 2022).
This creates the need to break data silos and achieve
the full integration and interoperability of manufactur-
ing systems, demonstrating that current quality-oriented
approaches to manufacturing do not fulfil the Industry
4.0 vision. In that sense, the holistic approach of ZDM is
key for manufacturing companies that wish to embrace
Industry 4.0 and produce products with zero defects and
waste efficiently.

1.1. Paper scope

The current paper is a multi-purpose position paper
around the topic of ZDM. Since contemporary ZDM is
a new topic there is a lot of confusion around the topic
about what ZDM is and how it can be implemented. This
creates a significant drag towards ZDM understanding
and implementation. Therefore, the first goal of the paper
is to provide a clear understanding of ZDM, explain all
the aspects of ZDM and how it can be implemented. This
will educate and align researchers and manufacturers to
the ZDM approach which is critical formakingmanufac-
turing systems that are defect free and at the same time
increase their sustainability. Furthermore, the definition
of ZDM is presented as an outcome of a collabora-
tive work from an ongoing CEN-CENELEC Workshop
Agreement (CWA) in which the authors participate. The
aim of the ZDM definition is to align everyone together
and have a clear view of ZDM.

The vast majority of researchers and manufacturers
are using traditional QI approaches for decades and
therefore they are more skeptical about migrating from

traditional QI to ZDM. In this context, the current paper
aims to provide numerous arguments and literature facts
in order to convince researchers and more importantly
manufacturers why they should migrate from traditional
QI to ZDM. Stressing the fact that the benefits and
opportunities from ZDM implementation are numerous
and that ZDM can offer higher manufacturing sustain-
ability. Furthermore, another goal for the current posi-
tion paper is to present a series of facts from literature,
industry and academia that showing that the migration
from traditional QI to ZDM has already begun. Finally,
numerous topics that are critical for successful and effi-
cient implementation are identified and are suggested as
future research required formakingZDMapproachmore
mature.

1.2. Papermethodological approach and structure

The current paper was produced based on specific
methodological steps taken from the literature that are
needed for position papers (Gaspar et al. 2012; Vargas
et al. 2018; Pinto and Fernandes 2021; Allgöwer et al.
2019). The first step is to explain in detail the pro-
posed approach, in the current case ZDM. The next
step is to create some counter-argument questions that
someone against the proposed approach would ask and
provide detailed answers based on the literature. The
next step is to provide facts that illustrates and sup-
port the use of the proposed approach. Finally, based on
the research performed identify future steps and direc-
tions that will help on the improvement of the proposed
approach.

The organisation of the article is as follows: In Section
2, the definition of ZDM is provided from an ongo-
ing CEN-CENELEC Workshop Agreement (CWA) in
which the authors participate. Furthermore, the frame-
work of ZDM is presented as well to explain in detail
the ZDM approach and put an end to the misalign-
ments that exist in the research and industrial commu-
nities. Manufacturers tend to be skeptical and conserva-
tive in the sound of ZDM, therefore, in Section 3 some
arguments why industries should adopt ZDM are pre-
sented. Section 4 presents some facts that illustrate that
the migration from traditional QI to ZDM has started
and some key figures are presented as well. Section 5
presents some of the identified fields of research that
will allow the efficient and successful implementation
of ZDM. The key areas that more research is required
are presented with explanations and literature examples
in order to support authors’ claim that those areas are
crucial for ZDM. Section 6 summarises the scientific
contribution of the paper and presents some concluding
remarks.
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2. Towards standardisation of ZDM

ZDM is a viable concept of sustainable manufactur-
ing, but the research already conducted in the field has
considered ZDM from a different perspective. The neces-
sity to standardise the terminology in the ZDM field is
acknowledged by field experts (Blind 2016). Therefore,
the current paper provides a clear definition of ZDM to
be used across the scientific community, thus eliminating
any misunderstandings that exist.

‘ZDM is a holistic approach for ensuring both pro-
cess and product quality by reducing defects through
corrective, preventive, and predictive techniques, using
mainly data-driven technologies and guaranteeing that
no defective products leave the production site and reach
the customer, aiming at higher manufacturing sustain-
ability.’

This definition is a result of a CEN-CENELEC ZDM
terminology standardisation process which will be fur-
ther detailed in Section 4.2.

Manufacturing environments are characterised by
high uncertainty, and therefore, defects are an unavoid-
able phenomenon. Defects ‘occur’ when non-confor
mance to product specifications is detected. The only
possible action is to minimise defects as much as possible
without compromising the performance of the system.
The term ‘Zero-Defect’ refers to the number of defects at
the end of the manufacturing process of a product, or the
end of manufacturing life (EOML). To achieve this, any
quality strategy must be applied to all the parts produced
without sampling performed. Figure 1 presents the four
individual strategies that comprise ZDM, namely Detect,
Predict, Repair, and Prevent, alongside the correspond-
ing connections as defined by Psarommatis et al. (2020).
The four ZDM strategies are divided into two categories,
namely triggering factors and actions. The triggering
strategies are Detect and Predict, which are responsi-
ble for identifying a quality issue. Notably, the triggering
ZDM strategies must be applied for every product that is
produced. Detect can be divided into physical and virtual
detection of a defect that has already occurred, whereas
Predict is responsible for predicting when a defect will
occur in the near future. Those two triggering strategies
alone cannot increase the quality of the production. For
that reason, there are the other two ZDM strategies of
Repair and Prevent, which are the actions that can be
taken in the event of input from the triggering ZDM
strategies. This means that ZDM strategies must always
be used in pairs, using one triggering strategy and one
action strategy. By doing so, the following ZDM strategy
pairs are formed: Detect–Repair, Detect–Prevent, and
Predict–Prevent.

The first two ZDM pairs (Detect–Repair and Detect–
Prevent) are not new, having existed in the manufac-
turing domain for decades; however, modern advanced
data-driven technologies allow a more efficient imple-
mentation. Detect–Repair is referred to in the literature
as a corrective approach, where something is already
faulty and corrections are required. Detect–Prevent is
referred to in the literature as a preventive approach,
where data are used from the production to avoid
future defects. On the other hand, Predict–Prevent is
a fairly new concept that relies on advanced data-
driven approaches for predicting when in the future a
fault will be created, thus enabling it to be prevented
before it occurs. This strategy follows the philosophy
of ‘doing things right the first time,’ whereas the other
two involve acting after the fault. In ZDM, a fault is
called a defect, which is defined as ‘non-fulfilment of
a requirement related to an intended or specified use’
(ISO 9000 2005). ZDM follows two parallel approaches:
the product-oriented one and the process-oriented one,
which both lead to the same result of defect minimi-
sation and zero defects at the end of the production
line. Figure 2 illustrates the two different approaches as
presented by Psarommatis et al. (2020). Each approach
characterises the starting point of the analysis. In the
product-oriented approach to ZDM, the starting point
is product quality, and the measured quality is checked
against specifications. If the product quality meets the
standards, the corresponding machine’s status is deemed
healthy; if it does not, then the corresponding machine
needs either maintenance and/or (re)calibration or tun-
ing based on the defect data. By contrast, in the process-
oriented approach, the health status of the machine
is monitored; if it is good, then the produced prod-
uct will be of good quality. In both cases, the imple-
mentation of ZDM is a closed-loop process that has
its feedback loop either on the product or on the pro-
cess quality, leading to maintenance and/or machine
(re)calibration and/or tuning in case of low quality. The
selection between product and process-oriented ZDM
is not an easy and straight forward process and there-
fore investigation is required for selecting the proper
ZDM approach for a specific use case (Psarommatis and
Kiritsis 2021b).

To conclude, ZDM is not composed of one method
but rather a set of methods capable of dealing with any
type of production system. The proper use of ZDM
involves using more than one method – namely the
ZDM pair strategy – at each stage to ensure a holis-
tic view of the quality at a given manufacturing stage.
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, defects
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Figure 1. Generic ZDM framework (Psarommatis, May, et al. 2020). Alt Text: ZDM strategies, triggering factors Detect and Predict action
strategies repair and prevent. ZDM pairs detect–repair, detect–prevent and predict–prevent.

are unavoidable events, and therefore, their corrective
actions are required to mitigate them.

3. Current challenges to ZDM adoption

To emphasise and analyse the advantages of ZDM com-
pared with traditional QI methodologies and to pro-
vide arguments that are necessary for guiding man-
ufacturers in the adoption of a ZDM approach, this
section provides several literature backed answers to
common questions that may be asked about ZDM
approach:

• Is ZDM so different from current QI approaches in
manufacturing? (Section 3.1).

• Can money be saved when implementing ZDM?
(Section 3.2).

• Is there room for improvement for companies that
already use six-sigma? (Section 3.3).

• How complex is ZDM implementation - is the frame-
work simple enough for it to be widespread? (Section
3.4).

• Can literal zero defects be achieved? (Section 3.5).
• Is poor performance expected by inspecting 100% of

the produced parts? (Section 3.6).
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Figure 2. ZDM approaches (Psarommatis, May, et al. 2020). Alt Text: figure illustrating the two ZDM approaches product and process
oriented. In product-oriented ZDM, the product quality is monitored and if quality issue occurs the health of the correspondingmachine
is inspected. In-process-oriented ZDM, the health of the machine is inspected first and if abnormalities are detected then the quality of
the product is inspected as well. Both ways leading to ZDM.

• What is the responsiveness of ZDM solutions?
(Section 3.7).

• How can such a large volume of data be processed in
the company? (Section 3.8).

• Can traceability in the supply chain be improved with
ZDM? (Section 3.9).

3.1. Comparison of ZDMwith current QI approaches
inmanufacturing

ZDMhas evolved from current preventive and corrective
actions based on data collected from past production and
defects to the capacity to predict when defects will occur
and to learn from them by analysing both the past and
the present and attempt to avoid them before even they
created. To perform the comparison authors have used
the results from a recent (2020) review article that anal-
yses all the traditional QI methods (Psarommatis et al.
2020). Traditional QI methods analyse only the past to
improve the future, which in many cases is still a human-
based activity. Therefore, there is a loss of potentially
important information from the present. Not analysing
the present creates an inertia between the occurrence of
an event and the identification of an improvement linked

to it. In this sense, ZDM provides an additional predic-
tive layer to traditional approaches and looks for faster,
more reliable, and adaptive methods of ensuring defect-
free products by looking at data from both the process
and the product (Yamaguchi and Yamashita 2021). In
fact, LM, SS, Lean Six Sigma (L6S), the TOC, and TQM
do not learn from defects but rather simply remove them,
and neither do they utilise the full capacity of Industry 4.0
technologies.

Traditional quality approaches are suitable for mass
production since they focus on the improvement of pro-
cesses from standardisation. While standardisation from
every perspective is essential for QI (and thus for ZDM),
ZDM looks for benefits with diversity/variability. The
key point is to ensure that no defective product reaches
the customer while maintaining the ability to produce
and inspect products using sustainablemethods, even for
highly customised products (Mourtzis, Angelopoulos,
and Panopoulos 2021).

Contrary to traditional approaches, ZDM reaches for
the causality link between defects and its cause to achieve
multilevel-control closed loops using past and real-time
data; moreover, it must be integrated into the production
process right from the beginning as opposed to trying
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to address the issues at a later stage (Psarommatis et al.
2020).

Additionally, contrary to other approaches, ZDM is
also conceptually simpler to implement, since the defined
ZDM framework is easier to be understood by people
who are not experts in ZDM (Figures 1 and 2). For more
details see section 3.4.

ZDM is the evolution of other methods. It includes
some of the core concepts of traditional QI methods
but the implementation is changing. The standard SS
methodology embraces ZDM as one of its core con-
cepts, defining it as allowing a maximum of 3.4 defects
per million products, since achieving zero defects in
a real context is practically impossible (Guleria et al.
2021). To achieve this, the evolution of Industry 4.0-
enabling, data-driven innovation leads to an easier and
more efficient implementation of the ZDM concept, due
to the availability of the required amount of data for
techniques such as machine learning to work properly
(Nazarenko et al. 2021). ZDM is also interested in con-
tinuous improvement (to reach zero defects) and can
also make use of continuous (quality) improvement (CI)
tools such as DMAIC, FMEA, and SPC. To summarise
ZDM in a holistic approach the utilises the best prac-
tices of all the QI methods while it exploits the notion
of defect prediction something that is not the case of the
traditional QI.

3.2. Cost considerations whenmoving to ZDM

Traditional QI methods (i.e. SS, LM, L6S, the TOC, and
TQM)were developed decades ago to serve themass pro-
duction paradigm. Currently, the manufacturing land-
scape has significantly changed and shifted from mass
production to mass customisation or in some cases per-
sonalisation (Mourtzis et al. 2013;Mourtzis, Doukas, and
Psarommatis 2015; Zhang et al. 2019). At the same time,
the product life cycle has been reduced significantly to
capturemarket needs (Psarommatis andKiritsis 2018). In
the era of mass customisation and personalisation, batch
sizes have been significantly reduced, a consequence of
which is an increase of defects during production as a
result of less time being available for optimising the pro-
duction and implementing traditional QI (Psarommatis,
Gharaei, and Kiritsis 2020). The traditional QI methods
were designed using the ‘corrective’ paradigm as driver,
meaning that in order to be applied, there must first be
a problem in order to solve it (Psarommatis et al. 2020).
ZDM comes to fill this gap using the ‘prediction’ strategy,
which identifies the problem before it happens, provid-
ing the time for reacting and preventing the problem
from being created. ZDM, as mentioned in Section 2, is a
set of methods for addressing quality issues in a holistic

approach, meaning for example that if the ‘prediction’ of
a defect is not successful and the defect cannot be pre-
vented, then repair actions on the defective part will be
applied to mitigate the defect. This concept of addressing
quality issues at multiple levels has a significant positive
impact on the measured KPIs. The improved KPIs are
an outcome of multiple effects caused by ZDM approach
implementation. Because all products are inspected and
no defective products leave the factory, customers are
satisfied and the likelihood of re-ordering is increased;
furthermore, the image of the company is maintained
or increased simultaneously, and these two factors con-
stitute key factors in the profitability of the company
(Zhang, Vonderembse, andCao 2009; Piechota, Glas, and
Essig 2021).

Furthermore, because of 100% inspection, no defec-
tive products will leave the factory, thus reducing the
negative environmental impact of production is reduced
while not increasing the production burden.More specif-
ically, in the event that a defective product leaves the
factory and reaches the customer, three possibilities can
occur. First, the customer asks for a refund and does not
order again, forcing him or her to order from another
supplier, meaning that production and transportation
costs are losses for the company in addition to the envi-
ronmental impact of ‘useless’ transportation. Second, the
customer asks for a new product, meaning the company
must make a new one (extra production burden) and
ship it again to the customer, at the same price but dou-
ble the workload and environmental impact. The third
possibility is similar to the second one with the differ-
ence being that the customer ships the product back to
be repaired; the company will ship it back to the cus-
tomer, which again entails extra production burden as
well as tripled environmental impact and transportation
costs.

Combining ZDM pair strategies is the solution to all
of the aforementioned problems, which enables catching
the defects as soon as possible to reduce the losses, nega-
tive environmental impact, and production burden. This
is achieved because in ZDM, defect events are treated
differently in that repairing is performed whenever pos-
sible; moreover, most importantly, prevention measures
are implemented in light of defect prediction or detection
to avoid future potential defects, thus ensuring things
are ‘done right the first time.’ Getting things right at
the first attempt is a key advantage of ZDM compared
with the other QImethods. The implementation of ZDM
starts one step before all the other QI methods, which
is why it can achieve better results. In other words, the
implementation starts before the defect is generated, and
therefore, there are no losses compared with traditional
QI methods, which start when a defect is observed. At
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this point, someone might ask the following question:
‘Could inspecting 100% of products have a negative impact
on production performance?’ The answer is yes and no;
the performance in some cases might be slightly worse
but those losses would be significantly lower than those
arising from a defective product at the customer end. To
contradict this slight performance loss, Deloitte (2015)
reported that 36% of customers wish to purchase a cus-
tomised product, with 50% stating they would accept a
longer period of time for acquiring it (Deloitte 2015).
Additionally, modern, advanced, data-driven technolo-
gies offer the capabilities for supporting the ZDM
approach but also maintaining the performance of the
system at acceptable levels (more details are provided in
Section 3.6).

3.3. Why shouldmanufacturers implement ZDM if
they already have near-zero defects?

In general, near-zero-defect production is rare, and when
achieved, it is for products that have been thoroughly
studied, with must knowledge and time spent behind the
scenes. To achieve this state using traditional QI requires
years of observation and corrective actions from manu-
facturers, and most importantly that nothing is changed
about the process or the product. For such products,
ZDM might seem unnecessary, but what if the prod-
uct changes? As explained in Section 3.2, the product
life cycle has reduced significantly and customers require
customised products; therefore, at some point, the pro-
cess or product will change and all the knowledge and
improvements acquired over the years will not be appli-
cable to the new situation. This is due to the fact that
traditional QI methods do not learn from defects; they
simply remove them from the production, ignoring the
valuable information that can be acquired (Psarommatis
et al. 2020). The ZDM approach, on the other hand, uses
advanced data-driven technologies and can thus learn
from the defects or other types of failures and increase the
resilience and flexibility of the production system (Lind-
ström et al. 2019). Thismeans that in light of a change, the
quality of the manufacturing process will not be affected
and significant time will be saved from not applying
the traditional QI methods to the new manufacturing
circumstances. To summarise, manufacturers that have
production stages with near-zero defects can also bene-
fit from the adoption of the ZDM approach. They will
increase the resilience of their production,making it flex-
ible to adapt to changes, thus reducing the time required
to bring quality at the designed levels in the event of
change.

3.4. Is ZDM easier to implement?

The ZDM framework, illustrated in Figure 1, as devel-
oped by Psarommatis et al. (2020), is designed to be
easy to understand and conceptualise. It does not require
someone to be trained or to possess special knowledge
to understand it. Despite its simplicity, the concepts
described include all the required information for the
successful implementation of ZDM. a critical failure fac-
tor of traditional QI methods is the lack of implemen-
tation framework as stated in the literature (Pinho and
Mendes 2017; Pacheco et al. 2015; Psarommatis et al.
2020). The framework presented in Section 2 (Psarom-
matis et al. 2020), resolves the problem that exists in
traditional QI methods. Another critical failure factor of
traditional QImethods is that they are very complex, and
moreover, whoever wants to use them must be an expert
to understand them (Psarommatis et al. 2020). Based on
the literature review conducted by Psarommatis et al., a
large variety of tools exist for implementing traditional
QI (e.g. DMAIC, VSM, 5S, JIT, and Kaizen); more specif-
ically, 99 appeared the most, which is by itself a barrier
for implementing the QI for those who are not specialists
in the field. To overcome this barrier, practitioners must
invest a considerable amount of time to learn and under-
stand the available tools and how they can be applied to
each QI method and then proceed with the implemen-
tation (Psarommatis et al. 2020). ZDM is implemented
using advanced data-driven technologies that do not rely
only on experts for implementing the QI. Additionally,
the lack of top management commitment is another rea-
son why traditional QI methods fail; specifically, due
to the complexity of the methods, top management is
unable to understand the needs for implementing a QI.

At this point, it should be clarified that implement-
ing each pair of ZDM strategies is not an easy task
and but ZDM requires significantly less resources com-
pared to traditional QI methods in both time and eco-
nomical aspects, which makes it more friendly for the
top management of a company. Because of ZDM’s con-
ceptual simplicity practitioners do not have to spend a
considerable amount of time to understand the tools
before they are ready to apply them as it happens to
traditional QI methods (Psarommatis et al. 2020). This
saves a significant amount of time in the implemen-
tation phase of the QI which can be also translated
to cost saved in terms that the production will oper-
ate less time under ‘high’ defect rate. Additionally, tra-
ditional QI methods are implemented once there is a
problem and they attempt to resolve it, which can be
translated into a significant cost. In ZDM that cost does
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not exist because ZDM is implemented in order to
avoid defects and assure the product quality. The most
critical resource that ZDM requires are data, which in
most cases industries have already have them, but not
exploit them, or they can easily collect the required
data, using the capabilities that modern technological
achievements are offering (Farooqui et al. 2020). Fur-
thermore, in ZDM the cost for inspecting all the parts
is balanced from the significantly reduced or eliminated
cost of poor quality which can be devastating for a
company (Cheah, Amirul, and Taib 2011; Tannock and
Saelem 2007).

There are three main pairs of ZDM strategies as stated
in section 2, therefore, when designing the implementa-
tion of ZDM, it is clear what to do: if a defect is detected
then it must be repaired if possible. In cases where repair
is not possible, a preventative action should be taken to
avoid future defects. The ultimate tool of ZDM is defect
prediction: if a defect is predicted that will occur in the
near future, then manufacturers can act before it has
been generated and thus prevent it. Finally, it is recom-
mended that manufacturers combine some of the three
pairs to achieve higher efficiency and increase sustain-
ability. To conclude, the ZDM approach as it is defined
can be considered a user-friendlymethod because it relies
on logical and understandable statements for planning
the implementation of QI. Furthermore, since there is
a clear framework there is the room for development
of methodologies to properly design manufacturing sys-
tems for achieving ZDM, as presented by Psarommatis
(2021).

3.5. Is it realistic to claim that ZDM is feasible?

Real manufacturing environments are characterised by a
high level of uncertainty, which makes it nearly impossi-
ble to reach actual zero defects, meaning that no defects
occur during the manufacturing process. One popular
argument for ZDM not being feasible is the fact that
variability constantly threatens the production system.
Incoming raw material, for example, has an intrinsic
complexity that brings variability and a probability of a
defect appearing and propagating through the produc-
tion line. The goal of ZDM is to reduce defects asmuch as
possible, and it is compulsory that all products that leave
the factory are defect free. In other words, defects are
kept in the factory, since it is virtually impossible to have
incoming material, in-process material, and final prod-
ucts defect free every time. This will have a significant
impact on the sustainability of the corresponding manu-
facturing system. This is due to the fact that if a defective
part is sent to a customer, the customer will return the
part and either ask for a new one or never order again,

which will both impact the manufacturer. ZDM prevents
this negative side effect by ensuring that no defective
product leaves the factory (Fraile et al. 2019). The usage of
digital platforms can help to democratise ZDM through
the manufacturing domain and assist companies in the
adoption of the ZDM approach.

Additionally, advanced data-driven technologies are
emerging from R&D projects (see Section 3.1), revealing
that implementations are reaching cost-effective values to
be implemented in either SMEs or large enterprises.

3.6. Manufacturing system performance vs. 100%
inspection

To determine whether a specific lot or another amount
is acceptable, 100% inspection is performed in manufac-
turing as part of ‘acceptance inspection.’ It is more com-
monly deployed to satisfy legal or political requirements
when the consequence of appearance of a defect is severe,
either for safety reasons (e.g. the aviation industry) or
contractual monetary penalties. Contrary to occasional
misinterpretation, 100% does not refer to all quality
characteristics of a part (or assembly) being inspected.
Instead, it refers to a certain characteristic being 100%
inspected on every manufactured part. Inspecting 100%
of production is becoming key for smart factory to enable
the early detection of defects and avoid its propagation
by the proliferation of in-process inspection, also known
as in-line inspection or quality control (Chiariotti et al.
2018).

The use of this level of inspection brings several dis-
advantages, such as a substantial cost increase, either by
requiring additional personnel or measuring devices to
perform the inspection or by consuming time. Further-
more, 100% inspection is unreliable to implement when
destructive inspection methods must be used, such as
when legal requirements are imposed.

However, the most significant disadvantage of 100%
inspection is the fact that unless the inspection method
is 100% effective, some defects will continue to appear
since inspections errors can occur due to imperfect mea-
surement systems (Feng and Kapur 2006). This is espe-
cially critical for human-based inspection (such as visual
inspection), where the ability for defect detection can
vary with tiredness, attention, laziness, or stress. This bias
can be largely avoided with the use of faster, more accu-
rate, and more reliable inspection systems, such as (but
not exclusive to)machine vision and laser systems (Sousa
et al. 2020).

Although several genericmodels for the cost of quality
were already developed, it is still arguable if the optimum
level for quality equals zero defects or not (Schiffauerova
and Thomson 2006).
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3.7. Responsiveness and accuracy of ZDM
comparedwith traditional QI

Traditional QI methods utilise historical data in an
attempt to improve the future without considering the
present production status. Thismeans that real-time data
are not utilised, and therefore, critical information about
a defect may be lost. This creates a significant amount of
inertia between the time of the quality event detection
and the time of assigning the mitigation action (Psarom-
matis et al. 2020). This has an effect of a delay in the
response time in case of a quality issue as well as reduced
accuracy of the QI method.

ZDM resolves these issues because it utilises both his-
torical and real-time data, which are crucial for back-
tracing the cause of a defect and learning from that
event. ZDM can target the time of defect occurrence
exactly and act immediately, whereas traditional QI can-
not act immediately. Through utilising both historical
and real-time data, ZDM achieves quick response times
as well as more accurate solutions with fewer resources,
thus increasing the sustainability of the production
system.

Furthermore, because ZDM requires advanced data-
driven approaches to implement, it takes advantage of
another technology called a semantic framework. With
the use of ontologies and other technologies, the seman-
tic framework can enrich data with context and thus
extract useful knowledge from existing data, which in
other cases would remain unknown (El Kadiri and Kirit-
sis 2015; Efthymiou et al. 2013). This type of technology
can boost the responsiveness and accuracy of ZDM even
higher, something that traditional QI methods cannot
take advantage of because they are not designed to be
data-driven and utilise the Predict–Prevent pair to such
an extent.

3.8. The role of big data to ZDM

Current QI approaches such as SS do not perform well
in complex systems where large amounts of data must be
analysed. In the manufacturing context, data may come
fromdifferent sources and have different formats, seman-
tics, and quality (Kuo and Kusiak 2019). The amount of
data is also continuously increasing since processes are
increasingly digital and information technology is evolv-
ing. Information and computer systems are increasingly
integrated, and emerging technologies such as the Inter-
net of Things, AI, big data, and cloud computing are
being used to collect, store, process, and visualise man-
ufacturing data (Mourtzis, Vlachou, and Milas 2016).
ZDM uses data-driven technologies by applying sen-
sors and inspection devices along the production line

to enable process monitoring, visualisation, and control.
Data can also be merged with additional datasets from
different phases of the product life cycle, such as product
design (e.g. dimensional, geometric, and surface charac-
teristics), to enable advanced data-based techniques such
as AI and big data to find hidden complex patterns, seem-
ingly invisible to humans (Majeed et al. 2021). Although
ZDM is mainly oriented toward predictive quality anal-
ysis, data-driven technologies are being implemented
either for defect prevention or prediction (Tao et al.
2018), on top of product quality data such as surface
roughness using machine vision applications. The aim is
to detect, diagnose, and address product defects, not only
by identifying the defect (and the defective product) itself
but also by controlling or eliminating the factors that led
to the defect. Data-driven technologies can also be used
for the early detection of product defects and the identi-
fication of the root cause using big data; the classification
of conditions that lead to a quality defect and the corre-
sponding probability using machine learning; the iden-
tification of the most influential parameters for product
quality usingBayesian inference; root cause identification
and analysis of product failure using big data; monitoring
of process quality; and final dimensional verification of
components (Sousa et al. 2020).

The result of the use of data-driven technologies in
manufacturing is the ability to effectively learn from each
quality issue and address the root cause in a cost-effective
manner, thus avoiding recurrence in the future.

3.9. The road to zero defects leads to an
improvement in traceability

Suppliers and customers need to tighten the bonds
between them in order to achieve end-to-end traceability
of defects in a supply chain. Technologies like blockchain
are being tested for this purpose and RFID is establish-
ing itself as the most prominent mean (Cui, Hu, and Liu
2018). Products need to be traceable to applied man-
ufacturing methods, conditions (machine parameters),
and performed inspection activities. ZDM can provide
the tools for both suppliers and customers to be able to
trace back to the root cause of an undetected defect that
was mistakenly delivered to the customer (Sousa et al.
2020); such as a construction company that requiresmul-
tiple suppliers (e.g. concrete, steel tubes, and slabs for
cladding) that may be tested before being applied at the
construction site. A certain lot can be rejected based on
nonconformity to a required standard and the construc-
tion company can then alert the supplier of a spotted
defective lot and request another lot in return. Although
the relationship could be somehowdamaged, the supplier
can now trace back the lot to manufacturing conditions
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thatmayhave led to the defective product appearing. This
traceability is enabled by data-driven technologies, rely-
ing on real-time collected data from the workshop and its
storage. AI algorithms can be applied to analyse the root
cause of the defect and enable the process to be tuned
to prevent such defects appearing again, thus providing
a closed control loop that goes beyond the factory walls
and reaches the customer (Sousa et al. 2020). This will
provide a different level of relationship between suppliers
and clients, where the trust may increase considering all
this ZDM potential.

4. The ZDM revolution has begun: some facts
and figures

This section presents some of the facts that illustrate the
interest and adoption of ZDM approach from industrial
and academic communities. In short, much work and
research has been conducted and even more is under-
way. Currently, the manufacturing domain is in a tran-
sitional state due to the capabilities that new production
technologies and methodologies are offering (Onu and
Mbohwa 2021; Enyoghasi and Badurdeen 2021). Driven
bymarket needs and environmental circumstances,man-
ufacturing companies must shift toward being more effi-
cient and flexible with a smaller environmental footprint
in production; in other words, they must become more
sustainable (Krishna and Srikanth 2021). The urgent
need for more sustainable manufacturing processes has
been raised by numerous researchers (Gupta, Kumar,
and Wasan 2021; Enyoghasi and Badurdeen 2021). To
reach higher levels of sustainability, manufacturing com-
panies must investigate the reasons behind waste cre-
ation and how to eliminate it. This process is per-
formed using QI methods, it is evident that traditional
QI methods cannot cope with the new requirement
– namely higher sustainability – of the manufacturing
domain, and that a replacement method is required.
ZDM seems to be a viable replacement for the tradi-
tional QI methods (Psarommatis et al. 2020). The sub-
sections that follow illustrate that a great interest exists
in the ZDM approach, and also demonstrate a transi-
tion momentum toward ZDM because of an exponential
increase in the interest in ZDM and because standard-
isation processes have already begun to bring ZDM to
the industrial level. ZDM can increase the sustainability
of a manufacturing system because reducing the num-
ber of defects and disruptions to production reduces the
negative environmental impact of the production. On
the other hand, because advanced data-driven technolo-
gies allow for more efficient quality assurance, the pro-
duction process can become more economically sound
(Majeed et al. 2021).

4.1. ZDM-oriented EU-funded projects

The European Commission’s promotion of zero-defect–
oriented projects dates back to 2011, with several projects
under the Seventh Framework Program for Research
(FP7) within the field of Nanosciences, Nanotech-
nologies, Materials, and New Production Technologies
(NMP), namely MIDEMMA, IFaCOM, MuProD, and
MEGAFIT.

Nonetheless, a great impulse was given in 2016 under
the H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. – Technologies for Factories of
the Future program for zero-defect strategies at the sys-
tem level for multi-stage manufacturing in production
lines, resulting in projects such as GO0DMAN, Z-Fact0r,
ForZDM,ZAero, STREAM-0D, Z-BRE4K,DAT4.ZERO,
and InterQ, forming the 4ZDM cluster that joins these
nine projects under the same topic. The interest was rein-
forced in 2019 with the projects QU4LITY and ZDMP
under the topic of Digital Manufacturing Platforms for
Connected Smart Factories. In addition, skill enhance-
ment programs have targeted zero defects since 2015,
with projects such as MICROMAN and DIGIMAN4.0.

The European Commission’s commitment to improv-
ing process efficiency and product quality through ZDM
initiatives has thus far resulted in an investment of
almost 120million euros. Table 1 summarises the budgets
and the timeframe of all the ZDM-oriented EU-funded
projects. Table 2 presents a short description of each
project and also provides the links for the webpage of
each project.

4.2. CEN/CENELEC DIN standardisation process for
ZDM

There are few or no definitions for the concepts asso-
ciated with ZDM. The 4ZDM cluster has already pre-
pared a glossary around ZDM that can be used, but
standardised terminology will facilitate the exchange
of information between different companies and drive
further research around the topic. In this direction,
a CEN-CENELEC Workshop is underway to establish
a terminology standard, including all relevant defini-
tions in the field of ZDM. The Workshop promotes the
common understanding of a group of field specialists,
including the authors of the current article, who are
also cooperating in some of the Zero-Defect oriented
projects.

A CWA is a normative document that is developed
and approved in a CEN workshop. As it is a specification
(as opposed to a standard), a CWA carries no obligation
to be adopted at the national level. Since it can be used
as the basis for the preparation of a complete standard,
it can be the first step toward an ISO or EN standard.
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Table 1. European Commission-funded zero-defect-related projects: programs, budget, and timeline.
Acronym Funded under Overall budget 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
MIDEMMA FP7-NMP e5,599,597.00
IFaCOM FP7-NMP e10,487,272.40
MuProD FP7-NMP e7,989,257.83
MEGAFIT FP7-NMP e10,316,668.70
AMAZE FP7-NMP e18,088,574.46
MICROMAN H2020-EU.1.3.1. e3,446,156.52
GO0D MAN H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e5,027,625.00
Z-Fact0r H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e6,063,018.75
ForZDM H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e7,566,108.75
ZAero H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e4,124,143.75
STREAM-0D H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e5,063,828.76
Z-BRE4K H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e7,214,521.25
DIGIMAN4.0 H2020-EU.1.3.1. e3,972,643.92
QU4LITY H2020-EU.2.1.1. e19,672,827.59
ZDMP H2020-EU.2.1.1. e19,482,804.32
DAT4.ZERO H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e11,815,903.75
InterQ H2020-EU.2.1.5.1. e10,925,700.00

total e156,856,652.75

A CWA can be used to support a short time to market,
promotes the dissemination of innovative solutions and
research project results, and creates trust and market
acceptance.

4.3. Literaturemomentum toward ZDM

A critical factor demonstrating the great interest in ZDM
is the trend of the number of research papers published
specifically on this topic. To identify and demonstrate
the research activity on ZDM, a search was performed
in the major engineering-oriented scientific databases.
More specifically, a search was performed in the fol-
lowing databases: Scopus, IEEE, Compendex, Inspec,
Web of Science, Google Scholar, and Science Direct.
The search criterion was an exact match of the phrase
‘Zero-Defect Manufacturing’ or variations thereof, such
as ‘Zero-Defect Manufacturing,’ in the title, abstract,
or keywords. After removing duplicate and irrelevant
papers, 198 papers remained for the analysis of the ZDM
domain. Figure 3 illustrates that a greatmomentum exists
toward ZDM, which proves that there is great interest in
ZDM. From 2008 to 2020, there was a clear exponential
upward trend for ZDM, with research works published
between 2018 and 2020 accounting for 46.97% of the
total articles published directly on ZDM. At this point, it
should be mentioned that for 2019 and 2020, the number
of publications was lower compared with 2018, but this
is a side effect of the COVID-19 pandemic, which slowed
research activities.

4.4. Dedicated ZDMacademic courses

For the manufacturing domain, an important step in
migrating from traditional QI to ZDM is via academic
institutions. Specifically, academic institutions must edu-
cate and prepare future engineers on the concept of ZDM.

Students must learn the ZDM approach alongside the
traditional QI methods to understand the differences
and the potential of ZDM. Once future engineers pos-
sess the knowledge of ZDM acquired from the begin-
ning of their studies, they will be ready to apply it in
manufacturing companies and help in the global task
of making the manufacturing domain more sustainable.
To this extent, some academic institutions have already
created dedicated courses to ZDM. In general, Scandina-
vian countries are well-known globally for being pioneers
on sustainability issues. It is also proven that Norwegian
and Finnish academic institutions have already intro-
duced courses regarding ZDM.Table 3 illustrates the only
courses that currently exist related to ZDM. ZDM is at an
early stage, and once there is a clearer understanding of
what it is, more courses will be introduced. Furthermore,
the standardisation process described in Section 4.2 will
help in this direction.

4.5. Other sources justifying the ZDM trend

This section is devoted to presenting some information
outside of the academic environment to demonstrate that
the ZDM topic is discussed by industrial companies and
other communities as well. Not many resources discuss
the ZDM matter publicly because it is still immature,
no standards exist yet, and there is confusion over what
ZDM is. Two cases illustrating the interest in ZDM in
industrial environments and industrial communities are
presented as follows:

• In 2020, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) presented a case of a company
based in Germany that was interested in achieving
ZDM (‘A Company Laser-Focused on Zero Defects |
NIST’ 2020). According to NIST article, the company
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Table 2. EU-funded projects description.

Project name Title Summary Website

MIDEMMA Minimising Defects in Micro-
Manufacturing Applications

MIDEMMA aims to take a ZDM approach to micro-
fabrication, focusing on technical microcomponents
and high precision optics and lenses

http://www.midemma.eu

IFaCOM Intelligent Fault Correction and Self
Optimising Manufacturing systems

By enhancing the application of closed-loop control in all
key features of a component or product, IFaCOM focuses
on the general framework of manufacturing equipment
and processes for various industries

http://www.ifacom.org

MuProD Innovative proactive Quality Control
system for in-process multi-stage
defect reduction

With the goal of avoiding the formation and propagation
of defects between multi-step processes, the MuProD
project has developed a new, innovative and proactive
quality control system that goes beyond traditional
methodologies such as Six-Sigma and SPC

http://www.muprod.eu

MEGAFIT Manufacturing Error-free Goods at First
Time

MEGaFiT’s goal is to develop and integrate in-depth
process knowledge, online measurements and real-time
adaptive process control to reduce production defects
in high precision metal parts

http://www.megafit-project.eu

AMAZE Additive Manufacturing Aiming
Towards Zero Waste & Efficient
Production of High-Tech Metal
Products

The objective of the AMAZE project is to manufacture
high-end metallurgical products for the advanced
aerospace, space, energy and automotive industries
using layer-on-layer deposition alloys

http://www.amazeproject.eu

MICROMAN European Training Network on
‘Process Fingerprint for Zero-defect
Net-shape MICROMANufacturing’

MICROMAN’s objective is to provide innovative and highly
qualified entrepreneurial research engineers for the
micro-fabrication and development of micro-products
and processes

https://www.microman.mek.dtu.dk/

GO0D MAN aGent Oriented Zero-Defect Multi-
stage mANufacturing

GO0DMAN focuses on multi-agent systems that use a
distributed infrastructure for local and global data
collection and monitoring to support various types of
advanced data analysis

http://go0dman-project.eu/

Z-Fact0r Zero-defect manufacturing strategies
towards online production
management for European factories

To achieve zero-defect manufacturing, the Z-Fact0r project
provides a framework that is a standard solution for
existing and new production lines

https://www.z-fact0r.eu/

ForZDM Integrated Zero-Defect Manufacturing
Solution for High Value Adding
Multi-stage Manufacturing systems

ForZDM is focused on the development and demonstration
of tools to support the rapid deployment of ZDM
applications in the marketplace

https://www.forzdmproject.eu/

ZAero Zero-defect manufacturing of
composite parts in the aerospace
industry

In the area of online quality control methods for key
processes, the ZAero project provides a solution.
Decision support systems are designed at the device
level to support human decisions regarding defect
assessment and preparation of the component flow in
the production line

https://www.zaero-project.eu/

STREAM-0D Simulation in Real Time for
Manufacturing with Zero Defects

STREAM-0D is based on the integration into the production
flow of Multiphysics Simulation Models, which control
critical manufacturing parameters in real time

https://www.stream-0d.com/

Z-BRE4K Strategies and Predictive Maintenance
models wrapped around physical
systems for Zero-unexpected-
Breakdowns and increased
operating life of Factories

The Z-Break project includes the implementation of eight
strategies at the machine, component and system
level, namely Z-PREDICT, Z-DIAGNOSE, Z-PREVENT,
Z-ESTIMATE and Z-MANAGE

https://www.z-bre4k.eu/

DIGIMAN4.0 DIGItal MANufacturing Technologies
for Zero-defect Industry 4.0
Production

The DIGIMAN4.0 offers worldwide excellent research
training in Industry 4.0 digital technology for 15 Early
Stage Researchers (ERS)

https://www.digiman4-0.mek.dtu.dk/

QU4LITY Digital Reality in Zero-Defect
Manufacturing

QU4LITY aims to provide business opportunities in the
form of a data-driven, zero-defect manufacturing
product and service model suitable for SMEs

https://qu4lity-project.eu/

ZDMP Zero-Defect Manufacturing Platform ZDMP combines state-of-the-art technology approaches
based on commercial software, open source software or
previous projects with proven, integrative technology. It
provides support over a platform layer for process and
product consistency. Anyone can use the ZDMP core
services to also create ZDMP applications in the ZDMP
marketplace

https://www.zdmp.eu/

DAT4.ZERO Data Reliability and Digitally-enhanced
Quality Management for Zero-
Defect Manufacturing in Smart
Factories and Ecosystems

DAT4.ZERO is a system that collects and organises data
from a distributed multi-sensor network for digital
quality management. It ensures data accuracy to
effectively support and troubleshoot decisions using
intelligent and dynamic feedback and anticipation
mechanisms to help achieve ZDM in smart plants and
their ecosystems

https://dat4zero.eu/

InterQ Interlinked Process, Product and Data
Quality framework for Zero Defects
Manufacturing

To ensure defect-free manufacturing, the InterQ project
uses artificial intelligence tools powered by relevant and
reliable data to primarily measure, predict and control
the quality of manufactured products, manufacturing
processes and collected data

https://interq-project.eu/

http://www.midemma.eu
http://www.ifacom.org
http://www.muprod.eu
http://www.megafit-project.eu
http://www.amazeproject.eu
https://www.microman.mek.dtu.dk/
http://go0dman-project.eu/
https://www.z-fact0r.eu/
https://www.forzdmproject.eu/
https://www.zaero-project.eu/
https://www.stream-0d.com/
https://www.z-bre4k.eu/
https://www.digiman4-0.mek.dtu.dk/
https://qu4lity-project.eu/
https://www.zdmp.eu/
https://dat4zero.eu/
https://interq-project.eu/
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Figure 3. ZDM evolution over the years. Alt Text: graph illustrating the number of publications per year from 1965 until 2020. The graph
shows an exponential trend from 2008, with four papers in 2008 and 32 in 2020.

Table 3. ZDM courses.

Course title Institution Country Reference

Zero-defect manufacturing NTNU: Norwegian University of Science
and Technology

Norway ‘Course – Zero Defect Manufacturing – TØL4009 – NTNU’
(2021)

Zero-defect manufacture for a
circular economy

Aalto University Finland ‘Master’s Programme in Manufacturing (EIT Manufacturing
Master School) – Zero Defect Manufacture for a Circular
Economy | Aalto University’ (2021)

Hilite had achieved Zero Defects using traditional
QI approaches but embraced the core concept of
ZDM as defined in the current paper (Psaromma-
tis, Provoust, et al. 2020; Psarommatis, May, et al.
2020). Said concept is to ‘do things right the first
time’ rather than spend time on reworking. Based
on the information given in Section 3, ZDM can
achieve the same outcomes while utilising fewer
resources.

• Efficient manufacturing (EM) is a web magazine of
industry.com focused on promoting new technologies
for achieving EM. In 2019, it published an article that
provided an overview of ZDM. Specifically, the arti-
cle described the concept of ZDM and presented some
methods and applications of ZDM. The article also
explained the different causes and types of defects, and
stated that to achieve ZDM, 100% of the parts must be
inspected and that immediate feedback is required in
case of a defect (‘Zero Defect Manufacturing - Poka
Yoke Overview’ 2019).

5. Future steps and directions for successful
ZDM

The implementation of ZDM into a manufacturing sys-
tem can have clearly beneficial effects on production, but

it is not a straightforward procedure because of some
implications that ZDM creates. For a successful ZDM
implementation, the following points have been identi-
fied as counteractions for the implications generated by
ZDM. As defined in Section 2, ZDM is implemented
using the four ZDM strategies of Detect, Predict, Repair,
and Prevent; in fact, most of the research done on ZDM is
for those individual strategies (Psarommatis et al. 2020).
However, for a successful and efficient implementation of
ZDM, more studies are required to further the research
on ZDM strategies. The list below presents the areas in
which more research is required to successfully support
the ZDM approach:

• Scheduling: The implementation of ZDM affects the
scheduling of production systems significantly. This
is due to the logic behind ZDM, which is to act on
every event in the production and schedule a mit-
igation action to counteract the implications of the
event. A key factor here is that the number of events
will be increased, and simultaneously, some of those
events are considered time-sensitive, which means
that the counteractions must be scheduled at a given
point of time. This creates the need for reschedul-
ing methods that are designed specifically for ZDM
and for an increased number of events. Those
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rescheduling methods should be flexible enough to
be able to also address traditional events such as new
orders and maintenance actions. An initialisation of
such an approach was performed by Psarommatis,
Gharaei, and Kiritsis (2020). Additionally, most exist-
ing scheduling tools do not consider product quality
as a KPI. In fact, product quality was first introduced
to production management systems by Colledani and
Tolio in 2011 (Colledani and Tolio 2011). Further-
more, a literature review study regarding scheduling
tools performed in 2016 revealed that the least consid-
ered factor in a scheduling tool is quality-related KPIs
(Dios and Framinan 2016). Therefore, a need exists
for scheduling tools that incorporate product and pro-
cess quality as suggested by Psarommatis and Kiritsis
(2018).Moving forward, themanagement and optimi-
sation of other aspects of production, such as inven-
tory management or buffer optimisation (Psaromma-
tis, Boujemaoui, and Kiritsis 2020), should be rede-
fined, taking into consideration the implications that
arising from the implementation of ZDM strategies.
Currently, the manufacturing domain is shifting from
mass production to mass customisation or even per-
sonalisation, which in addition to other implications
is disrupting the product ordering patterns. There is a
significantly higher number of orderswith fewer prod-
ucts ordered, creating an extra burden for schedul-
ing tools. Therefore, enhanced dynamic methods are
required to rank orders dynamically, respecting ZDM
principles for product quality (Psarommatis, Zheng,
and Kiritsis 2021).

• Decision Support Systems (DSS): DSS systems are
vital for the implementation of the ZDM approach.
They are responsible for implementing the ‘action’
ZDM strategies, repair and prevention. Once a qual-
ity event either has been detected or predicted a DSS
system is required in order to decide the future of
the event. A 2021 study presents a knowledge-based
DSS system using ontologies in order to implement
the repair ZDM strategy (Psarommatis and Kiritsis
2021a). Therefore, advanced data-drivenDSS tools are
critical for the efficient and successful implementation
of ZDM.

• Quality assurance design methods: In the literature,
most research has been performed to develop meth-
ods and technologies for implementing ZDM strate-
gies. For manufacturers to migrate to ZDM, they
require tools and methods for investing in the most
suitable quality-oriented equipment or re-purposing
existing equipment for their specific case. A prelim-
inary study in 2019 presented the direction of such
an approach (Psarommatis and Kiritsis 2019). A more
complete and elaborated method investigating all the

ZDMpair strategies presented in Psarommatis (2021).
Such methods are crucial for efficiently implementing
ZDM.

• Data management systems: As ZDM is implemented
using advanced data-driven technologies, the need
exists for an enhanced and standardised solution for
efficient data management. It is critical that specific
common architectures are proposed for efficient data
management, and more importantly for knowledge
extraction, which is a key aspect of ZDM-oriented
technologies, (Grevenitis et al. 2019) (Hildebrand et al.
2019).

• Standardisation: Processes standardisation is required
to avoid confusion caused by the numerous tools
required for applying traditional QI methods. In
addition to the terminology standardisation process
described in Section 4.2, more standards are required
to clearly define and standardise the emerging tech-
nologies and methods related to ZDM. Doing so
will make ZDM more attractive to manufacturers
and simultaneously ensure the results of the ZDM
approach.

• Redefine the relations: Defects must be traceable
back to their root cause. The bond between supplier
and customer must be strengthened by guarantee-
ing a complete traceable chain from the product to
the deployed tools, machine parameters, and so on.
Some promising results from the use of zApps from
the ZDMP project (Table 2) are showing promising
impacts in the industry. Therefore, further is required
towards this direction.

• Academic courses: Academic institutes must re-adapt
and create courses related toZDMinorder to teach the
concept to future engineers andhow this approachwill
help achieve more sustainable manufacturing systems
while also satisfying the needs of the market.

6. Concluding remarks

The current paper was a position paper with scien-
tific contributions on different levels around the topic
of ZDM. The primary goal of the paper was to present
the details of the ZDM approach in order to align
researchers, engineers and industries in one common
understanding about the ZDM approach, and thus elim-
inating any misunderstanding or misalignment among
industrial and research communities (section 2). Fur-
thermore, a thorough analysis of the state-of-the-art has
been performed in order to compare ZDMwith the tradi-
tional QI approaches and to present the benefits coming
from the adoption of ZDM. This analysis is a key sci-
entific contribution of the current paper because those
that are skeptical of ZDM can be convinced to adopt
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ZDM and understand how much they can gain from
the ZDM implementation (Section 3). The analysis of
the state-of-the-art also revealed that there is a substan-
tial momentum and interest towards ZDM and at the
same time a lot of confusion on what ZDM is. There-
fore, numerous facts that demonstrate that the migration
to ZDM has already begun have been documented and
analysed (Section 4). Using the results and information
for Sections 2–4 numerous research areas have identi-
fied as key areas in ZDM and more research is needed
on those areas in order for ZDM to be implemented
efficiently and achieve true sustainable manufacturing
(section 5).

More specifically section 2 presented the ZDM strate-
gies, detect, predict, repair and prevent were presented
alongside their interconnections. Furthermore, the two
ZDM approaches, the product and process oriented were
explained and their differences were analysed. A key con-
tribution of the current paper was that a clear and com-
prehensive definition of what ZDM is was given (from
ongoing standardisation process by CEN-CENELEC, in
which authors participate). ZDM represents the natu-
ral evolutionary step for quality approaches in manu-
facturing, with the emergence of advanced data-driven
technologies, below once more the definition of ZDM:

‘ZDMoffers a holistic approach, aiming at greatermanu-
facturing sustainability, which ensures both process and
product quality by reducing product defects through the
use of corrective, preventive, and predictive techniques
made possible by data-based technologies, and guaran-
tees that no defective products leave the production site
and reach the customer’.

Section 3 was devoted to creating some counter-
argument questions as they were going to be asked by
skeptical people for ZDM. Also, the answers to those
questions have been provided in detail in order to con-
vince industries, researchers and engineers why they
should migrate from traditional QI methods to ZDM.
The findings from answering those counter- argument
questions revealed that ZDM has a clear advantage
over traditional QI and can lead to more sustainable
manufacturing. Traditional QI methods have several
disadvantages over ZDM, such as they are not exploiting
the full potential of Industry 4.0 and in general data-
driven technologies. Also, traditional QI are studying
only the past to improve the future without consider-
ing the present as in ZDM. The goal of traditional QI
approaches is to reduce the defects without learning any-
thing from the defects. The lack of specific framework is
one of the top 10 critical failure factors of traditional QI
methods, something that is not the case in ZDM, man-
ufacturers and researchers can implement ZDM using
the framework described in section 2. Additionally, ZDM

is easier to be implemented compared to traditional QI
approaches because of the well-defined framework but
also due to the reduced resources that are required for
its implementation. Traditional QI approaches focus on
the correction and prevention of defects without draw-
ing real lessons from them. Although the percentage of
defective products delivered may be low with current
approaches, the complexity of applying these methods,
the consequences of delivering a defective product, and
the emergence of advanced data-based technologies are
paving the way for the move to ZDM.

Section 4 presented some facts illustrating that there
is an interest and momentum towards ZDM. Evidences
suggest that the migration to ZDM is already under-
way, led by researchers from academia, notorious indus-
trial partners, and standardisation experts. More specifi-
cally, numerous EU-funded ZDM-oriented projects were
identified, which means that there is a significant inter-
est in Europe about ZDM. Furthermore, because there
is this increased interest in ZDM its standardisation
that is undergoing from CEN-CENELEC is critical for
becoming an industrial standard and be used across
all industries. Additionally, the bibliometric study per-
formed using as keyword the terms ‘Zero-Defect Man-
ufacturing’ or ‘ZDM’ revealed that from 2008 there is
an exponential increase for ZDM in the research com-
munity. From this search and a recent review article on
ZDM (Psarommatis et al. 2020) it was clear that there
is a confusion in the domain of ZDM, this gap in the
literature was the key driver of the current paper. The
scientific contribution of the current paper was to edu-
cate and align all communities to the ZDM concept
and convince those that are skeptical on the adoption
of ZDM.
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